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Civil Action No. 3:20-cv-00393-D 

DEFENDANTS, REYMUNDO "REY" TREVINO, III'S, EAGLE RIO ENERGY 
COMPANIES, INC.'S, AND OKOTO OKPO'S FIRST AMENDED ANSWER 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

Defendants, Reymundo "Rey" Trevino, III ("Trevino"), Eagle Rio Energy Companies, 
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Inc. ("Eagle Rio"), and Okoto Okpo ("Okpo") (collectively "Defendants")', file this First 

Amended Answer to the Original Complaint filed by Thomas L Taylor III solely in his capacity 

as receiver for Breitling Energy Corporation et al. (the "Receiver" or "Plaintiff"). In support of 

their Amended Answer, Defendants respectfully show the Court as follows: 

I. 

INTRODUCTION  

This action is time-barred as to all transfers received by the Defendants. This action was 

filed on February 18, 2020. The action seeks to recover alleged fraudulent transfers under the 

Texas Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Texas Business & Commerce Code Section 24.001 et 

seq. ("TUFTA"). Under TUFTA Section 24.010, a cause of action to avoid and recover a 

fraudulent transfer under Section 24.005(a)(1) is extinguished unless filed within four (4) years 

after the transfer occurred, or if later, within one (1) year after the transfer was or could 

reasonably have been discovered by the claimant. TUFTA Section 24.010(a) is a statute of 

repose, not limitations. The statutory deadlines for the filing the action are elements of the cause 

of action, not procedural limitations. Nathan v. Whittington, 408 S.W.3d 870, 873 (Tex. 2013). 

The statutory deadlines are Texas substantive law. They are not subject to equitable or 

procedure tolling. Any Federal Court applying TUFTA is bound by that Texas substantive law. 

Taylor v. Rothstein Kass & Co., PLLC, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17435 *24 (N.D. Tex. February 

4, 2020) (citing Nathan, 408 S.W.3d at 874); 0 'Chesky v. American Housing Foundation, 543 

B.R. 245, 257 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2015 ("TUFTA' s § 24.010 is a statute of repose and is immune 

to procedural tolling"). 

Eagle Rio Energy Companies, Inc. was a Texas corporation, 100% owned by Rey Trevino. The services provided 
to the Receivership Entities by Eagle Rio Energy Companies, Inc., were actually performed by Rey Trevino. Okoto 
Okpo is an individual with no connection to Rey Trevino, except that both of them worked for one or more of the 
Receivership Entities at roughly the same time and are personally acquainted through that prior employment. 
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Defendants Trevino and Eagle stopped working for the "Receivership Entities" (as 

defined in the Complaint) in May 2014 and received no transfers from those entities after May 

20, 2014. Thus, this action was filed more four (4) years after the last transfers received by 

Trevino and Eagle Rio. Defendant, Okpo stopped working for the Receivership Entities in 

February 2016. Okpo received his last payment from the Receivership Entities on February 8, 

2016. All transfers received by Okpo pre-dated February 18, 2016 and fall outside the four (4) 

year statute of repose. Thus, Receiver's TUFTA causes of actions against the Defendants was 

extinguished by operation of law. See TUFTA Section 24.010(a). 

The one (1) year "discovery rule" extension of the statute of repose does not apply to this 

action, because the Receiver: (a) knew about the transfers to all Defendants; and (b) and declared 

them to fraudulent transfers recoverable under TUFTA more than one (1) year before the action 

was filed. By letter dated February 7, 2018, the Receiver made demand upon Trevino and Eagle 

Rio to return $237,868.50 in "commissions and other remuneration" that they received from the 

Receivership Entities during Trevino's period of employment (the "Trevino Demand Letter"). A 

true and correct copy of the Trevino Demand Letter is attached hereto, incorporated herein by 

this reference, and marked as Exhibit "A." The Trevino Demand Letter specifically recites that 

the Receiver intends to recover the $237,868.50 in payments received as fraudulent transfers 

under TUFTA Section 24.005(a)(1). The monetary demand on Trevino and Eagle Rio is 

precisely the same amount listed in the Complaint. 

Similarly, by letter dated February 7, 2018, the Receiver made demand upon Okpo to 

return $204,158.25 in "commissions and other remuneration" that he received from the 

Receivership Entities during his period of employment (the "Okpo Demand Letter"). A true and 

correct copy of the Okpo Demand Letter is attached hereto, incorporated herein by this reference, 
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and marked as Exhibit "B." The Okpo Demand Letter specifically recites that the Receiver 

intends to recover the $204,158.25 in payments received as fraudulent transfers under TUFTA 

Section 24.005(a)(1). The monetary demand on Okpo is precisely the same amount listed in the 

Complaint. 

Based upon the Trevino Demand Letter and the Okpo Demand Letter, the Receiver 

obviously had "discovered" all of the transfers to Defendants no later than February 7, 2018 and 

declared all such transfers to be fraudulent and recoverable under TUFTA. Thus, at the very 

latest, the Receiver's cause of action against Defendants Trevino and Eagle Rio was extinguished 

by operation of law no later than February 7, 2019, one year after the Receiver plainly had 

"discovered" the transfers to Defendants and declared such transfers to be recoverable. 

Similarly, by that date, the Receiver's opportunity to use the "discovery rule" to extend the 

statute of repose as to Okpo expired by operation of law. 

The Receiver's "unjust enrichment" claim finds no support in Texas law. In Texas, 

"unjust enrichment" is not an independent cause of action. Davis v. One West Bank, N.A., 2015 

Tex. App. LEXIS 3470, *2-3 (Tex.App.-Fort Worth 2015, no pet.) ("Most of the Texas courts of 

appeals and federal courts that have considered the question under Texas law have rejected the 

existence of an independent cause of action for unjust enrichment.") (Internal citations omitted); 

Mission Trading Co. v. Lewis, 2017 U.S. LEXIS 181094 *15 (S.D. Tex. 2017) (no independent 

cause of action for "unjust enrichment" exists in Texas); Barnett v. Coppell North Texas Court, 

Ltd., 123 S.W.3d 804, 816-17 (Tex.App.-Dallas 2003, pet. denied) ("[U]njust enrichment is not 

an independent cause of action. See Oxford Finance Cos. v. Velez, 807 S.W.2d 460, 465 

(Tex.App.-Austin 1991, writ denied). Rather, "unjust enrichment" is an element of a cause of 

action for restitution. An action for restitution, "based upon unjust enrichment will lie to recover 
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money received on consideration that has failed in whole or in part." Barnett, 123 S.W.3d at 

817. "Quantum meruit is an equitable theory founded in the principle of unjust enrichment based 

upon an implied agreement to pay for benefits received." Barnett, 123 S.W.3d. at 817 (citing 

Vortt Exploration Co. v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 787 S.W.2d 942, 944 (Tex. 1990)). 

The Defendants were not unjustly enriched. They were employees of the Receivership 

Entities. They went to work every working day and did the jobs they were instructed to do. 

They were paid their agreed-upon compensation by the Receivership Entities and nothing more. 

An employer has no right to recover the agreed upon compensation it voluntarily paid to 

employee, even if the employee was not licensed to do the work. Such a transaction is void, but 

not voidable. The employer has receiver actual services. Once the compensation is voluntarily 

paid, the employee has earned it, and employer has not right to recover it. 

Even if such a cause of action existed under Texas law, the Receiver has no standing to 

asserted. The Receiver stands in the shoe of the Receivership Entities, not their investor-

creditors. The Receiver has no standing to assert the claims of the defrauded investors. Janvey 

v. Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, Inc., 712 F.3d 185, 190 (5th Cir. 2013). The 

potential claim of "unjust enrichment," if it existed, would be belong to the investors, not the 

Receivership Entities, which defrauded them. 

Finally, any claim of unjust enrichment would be subject to a two (2) statute of limitation 

under Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code Section 16.003. That two (2) year statute expired 

as to Trevino and Eagle Rio no later than May 20, 2016, before the Receiver was appointed. The 

appointment of the Receiver did not revive it. RTC v. Phelps, 860 F.Supp. 389, 390 (S.D. Tex. 

1994); FDIC v. Daniel, 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22460 * 2 (E.D. Tex. 1992). As to Okpo, the 

two (2) statute would have expired as to all payments received before August 10, 2015, two (2) 
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years before the appointment of the Receiver. Okpo receiver only $32,615 in compensation for 

the Receivership Entities after August 10, 2015. 

ADMISSIONS AND DENIALS  

1. Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 1 of the Complaint. 

2. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 2 of the Complaint, as Rey Trevino 

lives in Lake Worth, Tarrant County, Texas. However, Trevino answers the Complaint and 

hereby waives that defect. 

3. Defendants admit that Eagle Rio was a Texas corporation, though it has been 

dissolved. Defendants admit that Trevino was the sole owner and officer of Eagle Rio and 

waives any defect in service of the Complaint. Trevino denies that he would have any personal 

liability for the debts of Eagle Rio, if any. 

4. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 4 of the Complaint. 

5. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 5 of the Complaint. 

6. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 6 of the Complaint. 

7. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 7 of the Complaint as Okpo lives in 

Forney, Texas, not Denton. However, Okpo is aware of the Receiver's lawsuit and files this 

Answer to the Complaint. 
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8. Defendants admit that the Court has jurisdiction to decide this action on the merits 

as alleged in Paragraph 8 of the Complaint. Defendants deny that the Receiver has any cause of 

action against them. 

9. Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint. 

10. Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 

11. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 11 of the Complaint. 

12. Defendants admit the allegations in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint. 

13. Defendants admit the allegations in the first two sentences of Paragraph 13 of the 

Complaint. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations in 

Paragraph 13 of the Complaint. 

14. Defendants admit that the Receivership Entities, as defined in the Complaint, sold 

working interests in oil and gas ventures to investors. Defendants lack sufficient information to 

admit or deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 14 of the Complaint. 

15. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 15 of the Complaint. 

16. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 16 of the Complaint. 

17. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 17 of the Complaint. Defendants admit that they were paid a fixed salary and 

commissions based upon the amount of investments sold as a partial result of their efforts. 

Defendants deny that the commissions they received were 10%. They were generally 5%. 
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18. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 18 of the Complaint. 

19. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 19 of the Complaint. 

20. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 20 of the Complaint. 

21. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 21 of the Complaint. 

22. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 22 of the Complaint. 

23. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 

24. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 24 of the Complaint, except that Defendants recall the transfer of the sales and 

marketing operation to Crude Energy, LLC ("Crude") in 2013. 

25. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 25 of the Complaint. Whether Crude and Patriot were "mere alter egos of BECC" is a 

legal conclusion that Defendants need not admit or deny. 

26. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 26 of the Complaint. 

27. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
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28. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 28 of the Complaint. 

29. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 29 of the Complaint. 

30. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 30 of the Complaint. 

31. Defendants admit the allegations in the first sentence of Paragraph 31. 

Defendants admit that their compensation was partially based on the amount of money invested 

by prospects whom they contacted, as alleged in the last sentence of Paragraph 31. Defendants 

lack sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 31 of the 

Complaint. 

32. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the first sentence of 

Paragraph 32. Defendants admit the allegations in the second sentence of Paragraph 32. 

Defendants deny the allegations in the third sentence of Paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 

33. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 

34. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 34 of the Complaint. 

35. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 

36. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 36 of the Complaint, except that Defendants admit that they generally solicited 

potential investors via cold calling and through intemet advertisements, and were compensated 
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in part, by how much the investors ultimately invested. Defendants lack sufficient information to 

admit or deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 36 of the Complaint. 

37. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 37 of the Complaint. 

38. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 38 of the Complaint, except that Defendants deny that they disseminated materially 

false information to investors. After a contact was made, other salespeople would follow up with 

potential investors and provide them with additional information. Defendants were not part of 

that process. 

39. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 39 of the Complaint, except that Defendants admit that they generally solicited 

potential investors via cold calling and through intern& advertisements and were compensated in 

part by how much the investors ultimately invested. 

40. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 40 of the Complaint, except that: (a) Trevino and Eagle Rio admit that they received 

compensation from one or more of the Breitling entities in the amount of $237,868.50 in the 

period from 2011 to 2014; and Okpo admits that he received compensation from one or more of 

the Breitling entities in the amount of $204,158.25 in the period from January 2, 2013 through 

February 8, 2016. Trevino and Eagle Rio deny that they received any compensation or other 

transfers from any of the Receivership Entities after May 20, 2014. Okpo denies that he received 

any transfers after February 8, 2016. 
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41. As to themselves, Defendants deny the allegations in the first sentence of 

Paragraph 41 of the Complaint. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the 

remaining allegations in Paragraph 41. 

42. As to themselves only, Defendants admit the allegations in the first sentence of 

Paragraph 42. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny those allegations with 

regard to other Defendants. The allegations in the second sentence of Paragraph 42 are legal 

conclusions that Defendants need not admit or deny. 

43. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 

44. As to Paragraph 44, the Plaintiff's "incorporation paragraph," Defendants admit 

all incorporated allegations that they have previously admitted, deny all incorporated allegation 

that they have previously denied, and lack information to admit or deny all other incorporated 

allegations. 

45. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 

46. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations in 

Paragraph 46 of the Complaint, except that: (a) Trevino and Eagle Rio admit that they received 

compensation from one or more of the Breitling entities in the amount of $237,868.50 in the 

period from 2011 to 2014; and (b) Okpo admits that he received compensation from one or more 

of the Breitling entities in the amount of $204,158.25 in the period from January 2, 2013 through 

February 8, 2016. Trevino and Eagle Rio deny that they received any compensation or other 

transfers from any of the Receivership Entities after May 20, 2014. Okpo denies that he received 

any transfers after February 8, 2016. 

47. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 47 of the Complaint. 
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48. As to themselves, Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 48 of the 

Complaint. Defendants lack sufficient information to admit or deny such allegations with regard 

to other Defendants. 

49. Defendants deny the allegation in Paragraph 49 of the Complaint. The Trevino 

Demand Letter and the Okpo Demand Letter prove conclusively that this allegation is false. 

50. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 50 of the Complaint. 

51. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 51 of the Complaint. 

52. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 52 of the Complaint. 

53. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 53 of the Complaint. 

54. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 54 of the Complaint. 

55. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 55 of the Complaint. 

56. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 56 of the Complaint. 

57. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 57 of the Complaint. 

58. Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 58 of the Complaint. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES  

A. 	Extinguishment of Cause of Action Under TUFTA 

59. Plaintiff asserts a statutory cause of action under TUFTA. All rights and remedies 

are contained in the statute. There are no equitable claims or defenses except as set forth in the 

statute. TUFTA contains a hard statute of repose that defines when claims must be brought. 

Claims not filed within the statutory period are "extinguished" and not subject to any theories of 

equitable tolling. Plaintiff seeks relief pursuant to TUFTA Section 24.005(a)(1). See Count I. 

Regardless of whether Plaintiff can prove the underlying facts about the conduct or intent of the 
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Receivership Entities, his claims are subject to the hard statute of repose in TUFTA Section 

24.010, which states that claims brought under Section 24.005(a)(1) are extinguished unless filed 

within four (4) years after the transfer occurred, or if later, within one (1) year after the transfer 

was or could reasonably have been discovered by the claimant. 

60. This action was filed on February 18, 2020. The four (4) year "look-back" period 

TUFTA Section 24.010 ended no further back than February 18, 2016. Defendants Trevino and 

Eagle Rio received no transfers from the Receivership Entities after May 20, 2014. Defendant 

Okpo received no transfers from the Receivership Entities after February 8, 2016. Therefore, 

pursuant to the four (4) year statute of repose, the Receiver's TUFTA causes of action against the 

Defendants were extinguished, unless the one (1) year "discovery rule" for undiscovered 

transfers applies. 

61. As a matter of law, the "discovery rule" exception does not apply. The Receiver 

sent the Defendants the Trevino Demand Letter and the Okpo Demand Letter on February 7, 

2018, demanding return of $237,868.50 and $204,158.25 respectively in compensation 

Defendants had received. Plaintiff specifically claimed that such payments were fraudulent 

transfers recoverable under TUFTA Section 24.005(a)(1). See Exhibits "A" and "B." Plainly, 

the Plaintiff had "discovered" the transfers to Defendants and declared them "fraudulent" no 

later than February 7, 2018. The potential one (1) year "discovery rule" extension of the statute 

of repose expired no later than February 7, 2019. The Receiver's opportunity to plead the 

discovery rule exception against Trevino, Eagle Rio, and Okpo was "extinguished" by operation 

of law at the stroke of midnight on February 8, 2019. Thus, the Receiver's TUFTA claims 

against the Defendants were extinguished by the TUFTA statute of repose before this action was 

filed. 
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B. 	Good Faith and Reasonably Equivalent Value  

62. Defendants worked for the Receivership Entities as W-2 employees. They were 

paid fixed salaries and a portion (generally 5%) of the money invested by people whom they 

contacted. They performed their jobs according to the terms of their employment, and they did 

not know that the Receivership Entities defrauded investors. Defendants were not involved in 

the management of the Receivership Entities and had no access to information regarding whether 

those entities operated in compliance with securities law. As mere employees, they are charged 

with that knowledge. Defendants are not securities brokers or securities lawyers, and they are 

not held to that standard. Nor is their knowledge judged in hindsight. Defendants did not know 

and had no reason to believe that the Receivership Entities were not legitimate enterprises, 

selling legitimate investments in oil and gas ventures. 

63. As part of their regular employment, Defendants contacted potential investors and 

asked if such potential investors had an interest in investing, and whether they were accredited 

investors. Defendants were entitled to believe the potential investors. The Defendants were not 

responsible for verifying whether the potential investors were telling the truth. If the potential 

investors indicated a desire to move forward, the Defendant referred them to other employees 

who followed up the sale process with additional information and/or investigation of the 

investors' accreditation status. Defendants had no further contact with the potential investors. 

Defendants did their jobs and were paid as agreed. They worked in good faith and were paid for 

their work in good faith. 

64. The Defendants gave reasonably equivalent value for the work they did for the 

Receivership Entities. The Defendants showed up to work, did their jobs, and were paid their 

agreed-upon compensation and nothing more. Regular wages and salary paid to workers for 
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their time and efforts are "value" regardless of whether the enterprise is profitable or run 

honestly. Furthermore, the Defendants' daily work generated sales leads, which led to 

investments. The Receivership Entities raised millions of dollars through those investments. 

The investment dollars were highly valuable and beneficial to the Receivership Entities, even if 

corporate insiders misappropriated some of the money. The Defendants' work helped generate 

that value and they were not responsible for the misconduct of corporate insiders, about which 

they knew nothing. Under Texas law, value is determined from the perspective of the person 

who provides it at the time that it is provided, and not in hindsight. Janvey v. Golf Channel, Inc., 

487 S.W.3d 560, 570 (Tex. 2016). Value is value. It makes no difference whether the enterprise 

itself was insolvent or was operated in good faith by its owners. 

C. 	The Unjust Enrichment Claim is the Extinguished TUFTA Claim by Another Name 

65. TUFTA is intended to a uniform statute. See TUFTA Section 24.012. It is 

intended to pre-empt the field and create a single uniform law in Texas for the recovery of 

fraudulent transfer and defenses against such claims, upon which Texans may safely rely. No 

penumbra of common law rights emanates from the fringes of the statute. All rights and 

remedies are contained within the statute. The Receiver's "unjust enrichment" claim alleges no 

new fact, other than stating the legal conclusion that it would "unjust" for Defendants to keep 

their compensation "at the expense of defrauded investors[.]" This allegation is merely the 

Receiver's failed (extinguished) TUFTA claim by another name. The Receiver cannot escape 

the TUFTA statute of repose (Section 24.010(a) merely by calling his claims by another name. 

The Receiver either has a TUFTA cause of action that he can prove, or he does not. Here, he 

does not. 
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D. 	Unjust Enrichment Is Not an Independent Cause of Action in Texas  

66. Plaintiff's Count 2 is "unjust enrichment." Though authorities are not unanimous, 

the great weight of Texas case law authority holds that unjust enrichment is not an independent 

cause of action in Texas. Davis v. One West Bank, NA., 2015 Tex. App. LEXIS 3470, *2-3 

(Tex.App.-Fort Worth 2015) ("Most of the Texas courts of appeals and federal courts that have 

considered the question under Texas law have rejected the existence of an independent cause of 

action for unjust enrichment.") (Internal citations omitted). See also Mission Trading, 2017 U.S. 

LEXIS 181094 *15 (no independent cause of action for "unjust enrichment" exists in Texas). 

The great weight of Texas case law indicates that Plaintiff has no cause of action against 

Defendants for "unjust enrichment." 

67. Furthermore, the Defendants were not "unjustly enriched." They went to work 

and did their jobs, as defined by their employer. Defendants were paid their agreed 

compensation and nothing more. They provided actual services to the Receivership Entities, for 

which they were justly paid. The Receivership Entities have no right to recover compensation 

they voluntarily paid to their employees, even the Receivership Entities were operated as a fraud 

on their investors and even though the Defendants were not licensed as securities brokers. 

E. 	The Receiver Lacks Standing to Assert His Unjust Enrichment Claim.  

68. To the extent that a claim of unjust enrichment must exist (and it does not), the 

claim would belong to the defrauded investors, not the Receivership Entities. The Receiver 

stands in the shoes of the Receivership Entities, not their investor-creditors. Janvey, 712 F.3d at 

190. The Receiver lacks standing to assert the claims of the defrauded investors. Id. The 

potential claim of "unjust enrichment," if it existed, would be belong to the defrauded investors, 

not the Receivership Entities, which defrauded them. The Receiver does not own the investors' 
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claims and cannot assert them. That lack of standing is a defect in subject matter jurisdiction and 

cannot be cured by consent or waiver. 

F. 	Statute of Limitations for Unjust Enrichment and Laches  

69. To the extent than any cause of action for "unjust enrichment" might exist, it is 

governed by the two (2) year statute of limitations set forth in Texas Civil Practice and Remedies 

Code Section 16.003. Elledge v. Freiburg-Cooper Water Supply Corp., 240 S.W.3d 869, 871 

(Tex. 2007). Trevino and Eagle Rio received their last payments from the Receivership Entities 

in May 20, 2014. The two (2) year statute would have expired on all payments no later than May 

10, 2016. The Receiver was appointed on August 10, 2017. The appointment of a federal 

receiver does not revive an already expired state law claim. RTC, 860 F.Supp. at 390; FDIC, 

1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22460 * 2. The Receiver's claims against Trevino and Eagle Rio had 

expired more than year before he was appointed and cannot be revived. 

70. Defendant Okpo received $32,615 in compensation after August 10, 2015. As to 

all compensation received before that date, the Receiver's two (2) year statute of limitations had 

already expired and cannot be revived. Furthermore, there is no reason to allow equitable tolling 

as to the $32,615 received by Okpo between August 10, 2015 and February 8, 2016. The 

Receiver knew about the transfers to Okpo no later than February 7, 2018 and still waited more 

than two (2) years to file this action. The tolling provisions of the Paragraph 34 of the 

Receivership Order were intended to give the Receiver time to investigate and discovery 

potential claims, not to create an unlimited exception to the requirement of ordinary diligence 

codified in the applicable two (2) year statute of limitations. Laches, in addition to everything 

else, bars the Receiver's $32,615 claim for "unjust enrichment" against Okpo. 
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IV. 

RECOVERY OF ATTORNEYS' FEES  

71. Defendants incorporate herein all factual allegations and legal arguments made by 

them in Paragraph 1-70 as though fully set forth. 

72. Texas Business & Commerce Code Section 24.013 provides that "in any 

proceeding under this chapter, the court may award costs and reasonable attorneys' fees as are 

equitable and just." Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code § 24.013. The right to attorneys' fees is not 

limited to a prevailing plaintiff. A prevailing defendant is equally entitled to recover his 

reasonable attorneys' fees. The Receiver's fraudulent transfer claims against Defendants have 

no merit as they were clearly extinguished by operation of law before this action was filed. The 

"discovery rule" does not apply as Plaintiff was aware of all transfers more than 2 years before 

this action was filed. See Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code § 24.010 and Exhibits "A" and "B." 

Furthermore, the Receiver pleads conclusion, but no facts indicating that the Defendants lacked 

good faith or failed to give reasonable equivalent value to the Receivership Entities in exchange 

for their compensation. 

73. Texas does not recognize an independent cause of action for unjust enrichment. 

A brief review of Texas case law would have revealed that as well. The Receiver has no 

standing to assert the claims of defrauded investors. A brief review of federal case would have 

revealed that. Even if Texas recognized a cause of action for unjust enrichment, and even if the 

Receiver had standing to assert it, the Texas Supreme Court has held that the two (2) year statute 

of limitations in Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code Section 16.003 applies. All payments 

to Trevino and Eagle Rio was received no later than May 20, 2014. The two (2) statute of 
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limitations expired more than year before the Receiver was appointed. A brief review of the 

Receiver's records would have revealed that. 

74. Although Okpo received $32,615 in compensation between August 10, 2015 and 

February 8, 2016, Plaintiff clearly knew of the transfers to Okpo on February 7, 2018 when he 

sent the Okpo Demand Letter. Plaintiff waited more than two (2) years after the Demand Letters 

were sent to bring this action. Any cause of action for unjust enrichment is plainly barred by the 

statute of limitations and/or laches. 

75. The Receiver should have not filed this lawsuit against Defendants. Nonetheless, 

it was filed, and Defendants have been forced to engage counsel and incur reasonable attorneys' 

fees to defend themselves from these meritless claims. Thus, it would be equitable and just for 

the Court to award Defendants reimbursement for the reasonable attorney's fees they incur in the 

defense of this action. Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code § 24.013. 

V. 

PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDER, Defendants ask the Court to enter final 

judgment providing that: (1) Plaintiff take nothing on his claims against Defendants; (2) 

Defendants recover from the Receiver the reasonable attorney's fees and costs that Defendants 

incurred to defend this action; and (3) that Defendants receive such other and further relief as 

may be just and proper. 

December 1, 2020. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

WHITAICER CHALK SWINDLE& SCHWARTZ, PLLC 

By:  /s/ Robert A. Simon  
Robert A. Simon 
Texas Bar No. 18390000 
301 Commerce Street, Suite 3500 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102 
Telephone: (817) 878-0543 
Facsimile: (817) 878-0501 
rsimon@whitakerchalk.com   
Attorneys for Defendants 
Reymundo "Rey" Trevino, III, 
Eagle Rio Energy Companies, Inc., 
and Okoto Okpo 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that on December 1, 2020, I filed the foregoing document through the Court's 
CM/ECF filing system, which satisfies service requirements under Fed. R. Civ. P. 5(b((2)(E), and 
served Nathan Madu by U.S. Mail to 7877 Marvin D. Love Freeway #2301, Dallas, TX 75237 and by 
email to lilmadu@hotrnail.com. 

/s/ Robert A. Simon 
Robert A. Simon 
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THE TAYLOR LAW OFFICES
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

February 7, 2018

VIA USPS CERTIFIED MAIL. RRR

Rey S. Trevino III
Eagle Rio Company
3705 Bryce Ave.
Fort Worth, TX 76107

Re: SEC v. Christopher A. Faulkner, et al.; Civil Action 16-cv-1735; In the
United States District Court for the N0rth$11lDistrict ofTe.as, Dallas

Division

Dear Mr. Trevino,

As you may be aware, Christopher Faulkner, Breitling Energy Corporation, and Breitling
Oil and Gas Corporation, (respectively, "Faulkner," "BECC" and "BOG," and collectively
"Receivership Defendants") have been placed in Receivership. The Securities and Exchange
Commission (the "Commission") commenced its enforcement action, SEC v. Christopher A.
Faulkner, et al., on June 24,2016 in the United States District Court for the Northern District of
Texas in Dallas ("Enforcement Action"). On September 25, 2017, upon extensive evidence, the
District Court entered a preliminary injunction and an asset freeze against the Receivership
Defendants based on a determination that Defendants had engaged in acts or practices in
violation of the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws. The Court appointed the
undersigned as Receiver for the Receivership Defendants and all entities controlled by the
Receivership Defendants to which the unrebutted evidence indicates they may have redistributed
either BOG's or BECC's investors' assets-including, without limitation, the Breitling Royalties
Corporation. As Receiver, I have been directed (1) to locate and liquidate Receivership assets
wherever possible; and (2) to identify and assert claims which might arise for the benefit of the
Receivership Estate in order to maximize funds available to distribute to defrauded investors and
other creditors.

The Court granted the equitable relief requested by the Commission based on evidence
that the Receivership Defendants had violated the federal securities laws through the offer and
sale of interests in various oil and gas properties through the entity Receivership Defendants. As
alleged by the Commission, Receivership Defendants oversold the available units for each
project and inflated the estimated costs to be incurred. Despite representing to investors that their
funds would be segregated, Receivership Defendants commingled and misappropriated
significant portions of this money through tens of millions of dollars in cash disbursements and
reimbursements of Faulkner's personal expenditures. Investors in the Receivership Defendants
ultimately received only a small fraction of their investment principal.

215 W. lSTH STREET

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77008

TELEPHONE: 713.626.5300

FACSIMILE: 713.402.61511
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THE TAYLOR LAW OFFICES
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Page 2 of3

You are receiving this letter because our records indicate that you sold to members of the
public oil and gas interests offered by the Receivership Defendants and, as compensation for
those sales, you and/or your nominee entity received payments from the Receivership entities in
the form of commissions and other remuneration. Specifically, our records indicate that you
received commissions and/or other compensation in the following amount:

$237,868.50

Under Texas' Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act ("TUFTA"), TEX. Bus. & COM.CODE
§24.001 et seq., when a debtor transfers assets "with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any
creditor of the debtor," the creditor may avoid the transfer. TUFTA §§24.005(a)(l), 24.008(a)(1).
The Receivership Defendants' transfers of sales commissions to sales persons such as yourself
\"veremade '.:vith actual inter.t to defraud the creditor-investors from whose investment the
commissions were paid. In this regard, the relevant offering materials presented to investors
represented that officers of the offering entities would be the only individuals to offer and sell the
subject Oil and Gas Interests; however persons such as yourself were, in fact, the primary
salespersons. Moreover, relevant offering materials asserted that transaction-based compensation
(i.e., commissions) would not be paid in connection with the subject Oil and Gas Interests.
However, salespersons such as you received a specific percentage of dollars ultimately invested.
In fact, these commissions were the primary source of income received from the Receivership
Defendants. The payment of sales commissions by the Receivership Defendants was concealed
from creditor-investors. See TUFTA §24.005(b)(3). For these and other reasons, these
commissions were paid "with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud" Receivership
Defendants' creditors.

TUFTA does afford a transferee the affirmative defense that transfers were received both
(1) in good faith, and (2) for an exchange of reasonably equivalent value. TUFTA §24.009(a).
However, as detailed above, the transfers of commissions were made in exchange for the sale of
unregistered securities in contravention of the terms of the relevant offering materials for those
securities. Accordingly, you cannot establish good faith and the statutory affirmative defense
fails will be unavailing.

Pursuant to applicable Texas statutes, it is clear that any commissions and other forn of
remuneration you received for the offer and sale of the oil and gas interests in question must be
deemed to be fraudulent transfers from Receivership entities made "with actual intent to hinder,
delay or defraud" those entities' creditors. As Receiver, I am "authorized, empowered, and
directed to investigate ... the financial and business affairs of the Receivership Defendants" and
"institute such actions and legal proceedings ... as [I] deem[] necessary and appropriate,"
including legal proceedings seeking "the imposition of constructive trusts, disgorgement of
profits, asset turnover, avoidance of fraudulent transfers, rescission and restitution, collection of
debts, and such other relief from the court as may be necessary to enforce this order." Order
Appointing Receiver, ~43 (copy enclosed).
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THE TAYLOR LAW OFFICES
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Page 3 of3

Accordingly, demand is hereby made that you remit payment of the amounts you
received as commissions and other remuneration in the amount of $237,868.50 within 30 days of
the date hereof to:

Breitling Receivership
c/o Thomas L. Taylor III, Receiver
The Taylor Law Offices, P.C.
245 West 18th Street
Houston, Texas 77008

If within 30 days we do not receive payment of the foregoing amounts it will be
necessary to commence a civil action against you in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Texas in Dallas where all litigation related to the Receivership must be
commenced. Recipients of commissions and other remuneration for selling securities issued
through the Receivership Defendants who refuse to return those funds voluntarily will be named
in that lawsuit so that the Receivership may recoup those funds for the benefit of defrauded
investors who sustained losses in connection with the fraud underlying the Enforcement Action.
Should the institution of litigation be necessary we would seek not only those amounts that have
not been returned voluntarily, but also interest, costs of suit and attorney's fees in accordance
with TUFTA §24.013.

Should you wish to discuss the foregoing please contact the undersigned at your earliest
convenience. Nothing herein is intended to waive any rights, claims or causes of action held by
the Receiver, all of which are expressly reserved.

Very truly yours,
r-. _J--"

~.-~7>-}~'-"'-"
"'._,,"- , /'

Thomas L.'Taylor, III, Receiver

TLTlkc

CC: Timothy McCole
Securities and Exchange Commission

2~5 W. 10'" STREET

HOUSTUN, TEXAS 77006

TELEPHONE: 713.6:l6.5300
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THE TAYLOR LAW OFFICES
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

February 7,2018

VIA USPS CERTIFIED MAIL. RRR

Okoto Okpo
3704 Miramar
Denton, Texas 76210

Re: SEC v. Christopher A. Faulkner, et al.; Civil Action 16-cv-1735; In the
United States District COUlt for the Northern District of Texas, Dallas

Division

Dear Mr. Okpo,
As you may be aware, Christopher Faulkner, Breitling Energy Corporation, and Breitling

Oil and Gas Corporation, (respectively, "Faulkner," "BECC" and "BOG," and collectively
"Receivership Defendants") have been placed in Receivership. The Securities and Exchange
Commission (the "Commission") commenced its enforcement action, SEC v. Christopher A.
Faulkner, et al., on June 24,2016 in the United States District e.urt for the Northem District of
Texas in Dallas ("Enforcement Action"). On September 25, 2017, upon extensive evidence. the
District Court entered a preliminary injunction and an asset freeze against the Receivership
Defendants based on a determination that Defendants had engaged in acts or practices in
violation of the anti-fraud provisions olthe federal securities laws. The Court appointed the
undersigned as .Receiver for the Receivership Defendants and all entities controlled by the
Receivership Defendants to which the unrebutted evidence indicates they may have redistributed
either BOG's or BECC's investors' assets-including, without limitation, the Breitling Royalties
Corporation. As Receiver, 1 have been directed (I) to locate and liquidate Receivership assets
wherever possible; and (2) to identify and assert claims which might arise for the benefit of the
Receivership Estate in order to maximize funds available to distribute to defrauded investors and

other creditors.
The Court granted the equitable relief requested by the Commission based on evidence

that the Receivership Defendants had violated the federal securities laws through the offer and
sale of interests in various oil and gas properties through the entity Receivership Defendants. As
alleged by the Commission, Receivership Defendants oversold the available units for each
project and inflated the estimated costs to be incurred. Despite representing to investors that their
funds would be segregated, Receivership Defendants commingled and misappropriated
significant portions of this money through tens of millions of dollars in c••h disbursements and
reimbursements of Faulkner'S personal expenditures. Investors in the Receivership Defendants
ultimately received only a small fraction of their investment principal.
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You are receiving this letter because our records indicate that you sold to members of the
public oil and gas interests offered by the Receivership Defendants and, as compensation for
those sales, received payments from the Receivership entities in the form of commissions and
other remuneration. Specifically, our records indicate that you received commissions and/or

other compensation in the following amount:

$204,158.25

Under Texas' Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act ("TUFTA"), TEX.BuS. & COM. CODE
§24.001 et seq., when a debtor transfe" assets "with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any
creditor of the debtor," the creditor may avoid the transfer. TUFTA §§24.005(a)(1), 24.008(a)(1).
The Receivership Defendants' transfers of sales commissions to sales persons such as yourself
were made with actual intent to defraud the creditor-investors from whose investment the
commissions were paid. In this regard, the relevant offering materials presented to investors
represented that officers of the offering entities would be the only individuals to offer and sell the
subject Oil and Gas Interests; however persons such as yourself were, in fact, the primary
salespersons. Moreover, relevant offering materials asserted that transaction-based compensation
(i.e., commissions) would not be paid in connection with the subject Oil and Gas Interests.
However, salespersons such as you received a specific percentage of dollars ultimately invested.
In fact, these commissions were the primary source of income received from the Receivership
Defendants. The payment of sales commissions by the Receivership Defendants was concealed
from creditor-investors. See TUFTA §24.005(b)(3). For these and other reasons, these
commissions were paid "with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud" Receivership

Defendants' creditors.
TUFT A 40es afford a transferee the affinnative defense that transfers were received both

(I) in good faith, and (2) for an exchange ofreasonably equivalent value. TUFf A §24.009(a).
However, as detailed above, the transfers of commissions were made in exchange for the sale of
unregistered securities in contravention of the terms of the relevant offering materials for those
securities. Accordingly, you cannot establish good faith and the statutory affirmative defense

fails will be unavailing. '

·,'r.,

Pursuant to applicable Texas statutes, it is clear that any commissions and other form of
remuneration you received for the offer and sale of the oil and gas interests in question must be
deemed to be fraudulent transfers from Receivership entities made "with actual intent to hinder,
delay or def"",d" those entities' creditors. As Receiver, I am "authorized, empowered, and
directed to investigate ... the financial and business affairs of the Receivership Defendants" and
"institute such actions and legal proceedings .. , as [I) deem[] necessary and appropriate,"
including legal proceedings seeking "the imposition of constructive trusts, disgorgement of
profits, asset turnover, avoidance of fraudulent transfers, rescission and restitution, collection of
debts, and such other relief from the court as may be necessary to enforce this order." Order

Appointing Receiver, ~43 (copy enclosed).
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Accordingly, demand is hereby made that you remit payment of the amounts you
received as commissions and other remuneration in the amount of $204,158.2

5
within 30 days of

the date hereof to:

If within 30 days we do not receive payment of the foregoing amounts it will be
necessary to commence a civil action against you in the United States District Court for the
Norlhern District of Texas in Dallas where all litigation related to the Receivership must be
commenced. Recipients of cornmissions and other remuneration tor selling securities issued
through the Receivership Defendants who refuse to retum those funds voluntarily will be named
in that lawsuit so that the Receivership may recoup those funds for the benefit of defrauded
investors who sustained losses in cormection with the fraud underlying the Enforcement Action.
Should the institution of litigation be necessary we would seek not only those amounts that have
not been returned voluntarily, but also interest, costs of suit and attorney's fees in accordance

with TUFTA §24.013.

Breitling Receivership
c/o Thomas L. Taylor III, Receiver
The Taylor Law Offices, P.C.
245 West 18th Street
Houston, Texas 77008

"i

Should you wish to discuss the foregoing please contact the undersigned at your earliest
convenience. Nothing herein is intended to waive any rights, claims or causes of action held by

the Receiver, all of which are expressly res~rved.
Very truly yours,

~r, JII, Receiver

TLT/kc

CC: Timothy McCole
Securities and Exchange Commission
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

DALLAS DIVISION

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,

Plaintiff,

v.

CHRISTOPHER A. FAULKNER,
BREITLING ENERGY
CORPORATION, JEREMY S.
WAGERS, JUDSON F. ("RICK")
HOOVER, PARKER R. HALLAM,
JOSEPH SIMO, DUSTIN MICHAEL
MILLER RODRIGUEZ, BETH C.
HANDKlNS, GILBERT STEEDLEY,
BREITLING OIL & GAS
CORPORATION, CRUDE ENERGY,
LLC, PATRIOT ENERGY, INC.,

Defendants,

and

TAMRA M. FREEDMAN and
JETMIR AHMEDI,

Relief Defendants.

. '

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

.§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Case No.: 3:16-CV-1735-D

ORDER GRANTING:rUE RECEIVER'S MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO COMMENCE ANCILLARY LITIGATION

On this date, the Court considered the Receiver'S December 19,2019 Motion for Leave to

Commence Ancillary Litigation (the "Motion"). The Court, having considered the Motion, finds

that the Motion should be granted. Accordingly,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the relief requested in the Motion is GRANTED, and

the Court-appointed Receiver is granted leave to file ancillary litigation as to the following:
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Reymond Trevino d/b/a Eagle Rio Energy Companies, Inc.
Robert Lon Morgan II
Derek Taylor d/b/a Alden Adams, Inc.
Thomas Miller
Charles Faust
Nathan Madu
Okoto Okpo
David Kovac

IT IS FURTHERE ORDERED that the provisions of Paragraph 34 of the Second

Amended Order Appointing Receiver (Dkt. 418) tolling applicable statutes oflimitation as to these

individuals shall remain in force for 60 days from the date hereof.

SO ORDERED.

December 18,2019.

~Q,~
NEA.FITiWA

SENIOR JupGE

2
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